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Abstract.

Large scale anisotropy of cosmic rays (CRs) in the TeV-PeV energy region has been reported by several experiments located in the Northern Hemisphere as well as by the IceCube, and its surface array IceTop at the South Pole. The GRAPES-3 experiment in Ooty, India is designed to observe CRs in the energy range from a few TeV to over 10 PeV. Its near-equatorial location (11.4°N) provides a unique advantage for observations of CR anisotropy, overlapping with experiments in both the hemispheres. The GRAPES-3 consists of a dense array of ~400 plastic scintillator detectors spread over an area of 25000 m². It also contains a large area (560 m²) tracking muon detector which provides an excellent capability to discriminate γ-rays against CRs. It has recorded over 10 billion showers since its operation began in 2000. Measurement of CR anisotropy with a subset of this data is presented here.

1. Introduction

The long standing issue of CR origin may be attributed to the fact that the CRs are charged particles because of which their paths undergo deflection and directions are randomized by the magnetic field in the interstellar medium through which they propagate. This leads to an isotropic distribution of the arrival directions of CRs observed on Earth making it impossible to trace their sources. CRs below 10¹⁷ eV are considered to be Galactic origin and are mostly believed to be produced and accelerated by shocks in supernova remnants [1]. The galactic magnetic field is ~3 μG which contains a regular and a turbulent component where the latter is believed to have a scale-size much larger than the Larmor radii for CRs below 10¹⁷ eV. However, during the past one decade, several ground based air shower experiments have observed a small anisotropy in the arrival directions of CRs at the level of 10⁻³ to 10⁻⁴ in the energy range of TeV - PeV. The excess in CR flux is observed in a region 40° - 90° in right ascension and deficit in a region 150° - 240° in right ascension [2]. Thanks to large statistics collected by these experiments with duty cycle close to 100% and a field of view covering the full sky which has made it possible to detect this tiny effect. The cause of anisotropy may be understood to be due...
to the presence of an ordered magnetic field in our local environment with a strength at the level of \(3\mu G\) which induces a circular motion of CRs around magnetic field lines with a Larmor radius \(r_L \approx 0.4E_{\text{PeV}}/(ZB^{3/2}_\mu G)\) pc. This length scale is much smaller than the typical scattering length for CRs in the TeV - PeV energies predicted by isotropic diffusion models which may indicate a strong anisotropic diffusion in our local environment [3]. Thus, the study of the CR anisotropy may provide important information on their source distribution as well as the structure of the magnetic field.

Large scale CR anisotropy in TeV - PeV energies has been measured by several air shower experiments including Tibet AS\(\gamma\) [4], ARGO-YBJ [5], Milagro [6], HAWC [7], EAS-TOP [8], IceCube/IceTop [9, 10]. Each of these experiments is sensitive in a different energy range of CR spectrum. A recent compilation of CR anisotropy results shows that the amplitude is energy dependent and phase flip occurs around 100 TeV [7]. Two dimensional mapping of CR anisotropy in right ascension and declination coordinates has been successfully carried out by several of these experiments due to the high statistics data collected by them. Being located at the south pole, the IceCube and IceTop are sensitive to CR anisotropy in the southern hemisphere while the rest are located in the northern hemisphere. The fortuitous location of GRAPES-3 air shower array at Ooty in India close to the equator (11.4\(^{\circ}\)N) has the unique advantage of observing CR anisotropy with overlapping fields of view of detectors with both the hemispheres. The GRAPES-3 also could provide a good overlap of CR anisotropy measurement in energy as it is sensitive from a few TeV to well above PeV.

2. The GRAPES-3 experiment

The GRAPES-3 experiment comprises a dense array of scintillator detectors with a coverage area of 25,000 m\(^2\). It is currently operating with 400 scintillator detectors of 1 m\(^2\) area each with 8 m inter-detector separation arranged in a hexagonal configuration [11, 12]. Each detector is designed to measure densities and arrival times of shower particles to obtain energy and incident direction of primary CRs. It began operating in year 2000 with a modest array of 217 plastic scintillator detectors of a traditional type [11]. It was subsequently upgraded and expanded with a vastly superior design based on in-house produced plastic scintillator and wavelength shifting fiber obtained from Kuraray, Japan [12]. The trigger rate of the array is currently 35 Hz which is three times higher compared to the rate prior to the upgrade. The PMT signal from each detector is digitized using a charge integrating CAEN ADC and the relative arrival times are digitized using an in-house developed 32-channel TDC module based on a CERN HPTDC chip [13]. The other major component of the GRAPES-3 experiment is a large area (560 m\(^2\)) tracking muon detector that consists of 16 separate modules of 35 m\(^2\) area each [14]. Each module consists of 4 layers of proportional counters (PRC) made of 6 m long and 0.1 m x 0.1 m square cross section steel tubes to track individual muons that survive after passing through a concrete absorber of 550 gm cm\(^{-2}\) which filters out the electromagnetic components and sets a threshold of 1 GeV for vertically incident muons. The muon detector provides an excellent discrimination of \(\gamma\)-rays against charged CRs enabling the study of multi TeV \(\gamma\)-ray sources. The muon component provides a sensitive measurement of CR composition [15]. The GRAPES-3 has recorded over 10 billion showers since its operation began in 2000. A recent detail simulation study has shown that 50% of showers recorded by the array are below 10 TeV.

3. Analysis and discussion

In this report, the analysis of data carried out for the period 2000-2006 comprising 1.9 billion showers is presented. The shower direction (zenith angle \(\theta\) and azimuth angle \(\phi\)) was determined using a plane fit to the relative arrival times of shower front at various detectors after correcting for the shower front curvature with a slope of 215 ps m\(^{-1}\). Details of the direction reconstruction and angular resolution study are discussed elsewhere [16]. The study has found that the angular
resolution of the GRAPES-3 array is 1.4° at 10 TeV which improves to 0.4° at 80 TeV. The angular resolution obtained using three different methods namely left-right, even-odd and moon-shadow have provided similar results. Various other shower parameters such as core location (Xc, Yc), age ‘s’ and size ‘Ne’ were obtained by fitting NKG function to the lateral distribution of particle densities through a minimization algorithm using MINUIT which is discussed elsewhere [15].

![Figure 1. Statistical significance map of anisotropy measured by GRAPES-3](image)

The arrival direction of showers (θ, φ) were converted into equatorial coordinates, right ascension (α) and declination (δ) and then binned into cells of size 3° ×3° in α and δ where α is from 0° to 360° and δ is from -90° to 90°. Events in each cell were normalized with the average value for the corresponding declination band. The anisotropy was calculated by subtracting a dummy cosmic ray distribution from the real cosmic ray distribution where the dummy distribution was produced using the real data by shuffling event time. The statistical significance value for each bin was calculated using Li Ma formula [17]. A 2-D sky map of the significance without applying any smoothing is shown in Fig.1. The significance of same data in three different declination bands for δ between +40° and -20° is shown in Fig.2.

The significance map in Fig.1 indicates an excess in a broad region of α=50°-130° and a deficit in α=150°-230°. The anisotropy is clearly visible over δ=+40° in northern hemisphere and δ=-30° in southern hemisphere. The anisotropy shown in Fig.2 in three different declination bands shows the excess about α=90° and deficit about α=190°. It is to be noted that the GRAPES-3 is located at latitude of 11.4°N and beyond δ=+40° and δ=-40°, the anisotropy is not significant due to poor statistics with the subset of the data used in this analysis.
4. Summary

Preliminary results of anisotropy measured with a subset of the GRAPES-3 data from 2000 to 2006 are presented in this paper. The results indicate that the GRAPES-3 could observe the anisotropy extending to both the hemispheres due to its near equatorial location. An ongoing analysis effort with higher statistics and a better understanding of various systematics is expected to complement the observations from both the hemisphere experiments.
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